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SWC takes notice of industrial plots converted into commercial  
KARACHI: Sindh Water Commission (SWC) Thursday took notice of conversion of industrial plots 
into commercial ones and disposed of the notices upon the assurance that these plots would be 
utilized for industrial purposes. 
 
Commission –headed by former judge of Supreme Court Justice Amir Hani Muslim disposed of the 
notices of some industries after they told the commission that they have purchased the industrial plot 
with construction thereon. Shops were already constructed however, the shutters of which have been 
uprooted. 
 
They stated that they will install the industry on the designated plot and no other commercial activity 
will be allowed or carried out by them. On this undertaking the notices stand discharged. 
 
One of the industry’s attorneys also assured the commission through an undertaking that hotels will 
not be run nor will the cattle market be installed on the industrial plot. 
 
Commission was informed that a Nullah runs along with the side of a plot in SITE Limited 
Hyderabad. The owners of the plot told the commission that it was allotted as commercial premises 
and was never meant for any installation of industry. 
 
According to him it was categorized to be utilized as a warehouse in which they have a TCS office 
and a portion is used as warehouse. Commission directed the Commissioner Hyderabad to hold 
enquiry into the issue related to Nullah and submit a report within one week after hearing the owners 
of TCS office and SITE. 
 
He shall also record his finding as to whether the SITE has failed to restore and revive the Nullah, 
which has now been blocked and or chocked, commission ordered. 
 
About the provision of water to citizens of metropolis, commission directed Karachi Water & 
Sewerage Board (KW&SB) to ensure equal distribution of water in the city while hearing the 
complaints about the shortage of water in district Central Karachi. 
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